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1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has triggered an unprecedented number of high-precision
studies of the electroweak (EW) and strongly interacting sectors of the Standard Model
(SM) as well as searches for physics beyond the SM. Despite all this progress in preci-
sion physics, the heavy-flavor (bottom and charm) sector of the SM has so far benefited
relatively little in terms of high-precision theoretical work. While the (experimentally in-
accessible) total inclusive cross section for bb̄ and cc̄ production can be inferred in NNLO
QCD from existing tt̄ calculations [1–4] no differential observable related to b or c produc-
tion was known at NNLO in QCD until very recently. This situation can be contrasted with
light-flavor production whose description in NNLO QCD has been established years ago by
several groups in W+jet processes [5–7] and inclusive jet production [8–12], as well with
top-quark production which has also been known in NNLO QCD [13–23] for some time.

The first step towards computing heavy flavor production in NNLO QCD was achieved
only very recently in ref. [24] where the NNLO QCD corrections for Z+b production at the
LHC were computed.1 With the help of an independent computational formalism in this
work we calculate for the first time the NNLO QCD corrections for a LHC process involving
charm quark, specifically, the associated production of a charm jet and a W boson.

The theoretical progress in V+jet processes has a long history. For the case of W
production with inclusive jets the next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD corrections have been
known for some time [26–31]. Pure EW corrections have been studied extensively [32–35].
The combined EW and QCD corrections [36–38] are also available. The above state of

1While the present study was being prepared for publication a first NNLO QCD calculation of differential
bb̄ production at quark level was presented in ref. [25].
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the art predictions have then been combined in ref. [39] with the known NNLO QCD
corrections for the purpose of a study on SM-backgrounds to Dark-Matter searches. Prior
studies of W+c-jet production in NLO QCD are available for both the Tevatron [40] and
LHC [41]. Measurements of this process have been performed by both the ATLAS [42] and
CMS [43–45] collaborations.

One of the main goals of the present calculation is to offer a high-precision access to
the strange quark parton distribution function (PDF) which is one of the least constrained
proton PDFs. W + c production at the LHC is a powerful probe for the strange PDF [46]
and its asymmetry [47] because at tree-level and for the dominant CKM matrix element it
features a strange (anti-)quark and a gluon in its initial state. References [41, 48–50] have
studied charm production in the context of strange PDF determination in NLO QCD.

Another main goal of this study is to provide state-of-the-art QCD predictions for
the process W+c-jet. More precisely, predictions are provided for the two signatures
pp → µ+νµjc and pp → µ−ν̄µjc in terms of cross sections, differential distributions, and
ratios. Our NNLO QCD predictions include PDF uncertainties and estimates of missing
higher-order terms. These new predictions are also compared to the experimental results
obtained by the ATLAS collaboration [42] for the fiducial cross section and the differential
distributions in the rapidity of the (anti-)muon. A number of other differential distribu-
tions for which there is no data are also presented for the purpose of assessing the quality
of the theoretical description of this process.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the definition of the pro-
cesses and the details of the computational setup. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation
and discussion of our numerical results and their comparison with existing experimental
data. Section 4 contains a summary of our main findings together with some concluding
remarks.

2 Details of the calculations

2.1 Definition of the process

The process under current investigation is the off-shell production of a W boson in asso-
ciation with a c-jet at the LHC in its proton-proton collision mode. The two signatures
relevant for this processes are

pp→ µ+νµjc +X , (2.1)

pp→ µ−ν̄µjc +X. (2.2)

In the following we sometimes refer to the above processes as W±jc but the full off-shell
processes as in eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are always meant. At LO, assuming a diagonal CKM
matrix, each one of the hadronic processes in eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) involves a single par-
tonic reaction, namely s̄g → µ+νµc̄ and sg → µ−ν̄µc, respectively. The partonic channels
d̄g→ µ+νµc̄ and dg→ µ−ν̄µc contribute, too, once the off-diagonal CKM matrix elements
are taken into account.2

2The CKM matrix element Vcb is always neglected.
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pp→W+jc
Contribution LO NLO NNLO

s̄g X X X

sg X X X

ss̄ X X X

s̄s̄ X X X

s̄q X X X

qq′ X X X

gq X X X

gg X X X

pp→W−jc
Contribution LO NLO NNLO

s̄g X X X

sg X X X

ss̄ X X X

ss X X X

sq X X X

qq′ X X X

gq X X X

gg X X X

Table 1. List of initial-state contributions for pp → W+jc and pp → W−jc that are present at
LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD. Any (anti-)quark that is not a (anti-)strange quark is denoted by q
or q′. Here Vcd = 0 is assumed.

The above processes eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are defined at order O
(
αsα

2) in the strong
and EW couplings. In the following, our best predictions feature NNLO QCD corrections
to the CKM-diagonal channel s̄g→ µ+νµc̄/sg→ µ−ν̄µc and include the non-diagonal CKM
channel d̄g → µ+νµc̄/dg → µ−ν̄µc at LO in QCD. This means that our best predictions
include the effects of Vcs 6= 0 through NNLO QCD while the ones of Vcd 6= 0 only at
LO in QCD.

The NLO QCD corrections are of order O
(
α2

sα
2). The real corrections consist of all

partonic processes that have in the final state a (decaying) W boson in association with
two partons, at least one of which is a charm quark or anti-quark. These partonic reactions
are made of either four external quarks or two quarks and two gluons. This implies that
beyond LO, the initial state consists not only of a gluon and a strange quark but could
be one of several other parton pairs. The NNLO corrections are of order O

(
α3

sα
2) and

feature the opening of yet new partonic channels in the double-real radiation part of the
computation. In order to quantify the numerical importance of the various initial-state
channels, we have split the calculations in terms of 8 possible channels. These are listed in
table 1 together with the perturbative order at which they first contribute. Note that these
categories are infrared (IR) finite since they are separated according to their initial-state
flux. It is worth noticing that already at NLO almost all partonic reactions contribute,
apart from the gq channel (q stands for any quark or anti-quark which is not s or s̄) and
sg (s̄g) for pp → W+jc (pp → W−jc). These partonic channels only contribute at NNLO
in the CKM-diagonal case.

2.2 Numerical inputs

The predictions are obtained for proton-proton collisions at the LHC running at a centre-
of-mass energy of

√
s = 7TeV. The 5-flavor scheme is used throughout the computation i.e.

the bottom quarks are considered massless. Bottom quarks are part of the light jets and
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thus do not carry flavor as opposed to the charm quarks (see below). In this calculation
we account for the fact that the CKM matrix is different from the unit one, thus including
quark mixing effects. The values of the entries of the CKM matrix used for the numerical
simulations are taken from the PDG [51] using the global fit numbers

Vcs = 0.97359 and Vcd = 0.22438. (2.3)

The PDF sets used for the LO, NLO, and NNLO computations are the NNPDF31
sets with αs = 0.118 [52] matching the corresponding orders. The strong coupling αs is
also extracted from there using LHAPDF6 [53]. In order to present PDF variation at
NNLO QCD, we have used specialised minimal PDF sets [54]. This means that instead
of computing the NNLO results for the 100 replicas of the original set, we have used
only about ten of these reduced set for each of the processes eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). This
leads to a significant gain in computing efficiency without loss of information related to
PDF uncertainty.

The electromagnetic coupling is obtained in the Gµ scheme [55] using the Fermi
constant

α =
√

2
π
GµM

2
W

(
1− M2

W
M2

Z

)
with Gµ = 1.16638× 10−5 GeV−2. (2.4)

The values of the masses and widths used for the numerical simulations read [51]

MOS
Z = 91.1876GeV, ΓOS

Z = 2.4952GeV,

MOS
W = 80.379GeV, ΓOS

W = 2.085GeV. (2.5)

The pole masses and widths used in the calculation are obtained from the measured on-shell
(OS) values [56] for the massive gauge bosons using

MV = MOS
V√

1 + (ΓOS
V /MOS

V )2
, ΓV = ΓOS

V√
1 + (ΓOS

V /MOS
V )2

. (2.6)

In all computations, the intermediate W-boson resonances are treated in the complex-
mass scheme [57–59] to ensure the gauge invariance of all amplitudes.

Finally, the common central renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF) scale used for
the present computation is

µ = 1
2
(
ET,W + pT,jc

)
, (2.7)

where ET,W =
√
M2

W + (~pT,` + ~pT,ν)2. Closely related scale definitions have been used in
the past for V+jet processes (see e.g. refs. [7, 24, 60] and references therein). The scale
uncertainty of fiducial cross sections and differential distributions is obtained by taking
the envelope of the 7-point variations of the renormalization and factorization scale i.e.
{(1

2µR,
1
2µF), (1

2µR, µF), (µR,
1
2µF), (µR, µF), (µR, 2µF), (2µR, µF), (2µR, 2µF)}.
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2.3 Event selections and flavored jet algorithm

The event selections used in the present computation follow closely the experimental ones
for the W+c-jet ATLAS analysis of ref. [42]. We reproduce them below for completeness.
The final state considered is a c-jet in association with a charged (anti-)muon as well as
missing transverse energy. The requirement on the charged lepton reads

pT,` > 20GeV, |η`| < 2.5. (2.8)

In addition, each event is required to fulfil

pT,miss > 25GeV and mW
T > 40GeV. (2.9)

In our calculation pT,miss is defined as the transverse momentum of the neutrino. The
W-boson transverse mass reads

mW
T =

√
2pT,`pT,miss (1− cos ∆φ) , (2.10)

with ∆φ = min (|φ` − φν |, 2π − |φ` − φν |) being the azimuthal-angle separation of the lep-
ton and neutrino momenta.

The c-jets are obtained by applying the flavored kT algorithm [61] as implemented in
ref. [62] with a jet-resolution parameter of R = 0.4. As opposed to the standard (anti-)kT
algorithm, the distance between pseudo-jets i and j (dij) is dependent on the flavor of the
considered partons

dij =
∆y2

ij + ∆φ2
ij

R2

max (kTi, kTj)2 if softer of i,j is flavored
min (kTi, kTj)2 if softer of i,j is unflavored

(2.11)

which corresponds to the case α = 2 in the original formulation [61]. The distance to the
beam is also flavor dependent and is defined as

diβ =

max (kTi, kTβ (yi))2 if i is flavored
min (kTi, kTβ (yi))2 if i is unflavored

(2.12)

with β = B, B̄. The beam transverse momentum is rapidity-dependent

kTB (y) =
∑
i

kTi (Θ (yi − y) + Θ (y − yi) exp (yi − y)) , (2.13)

kTB̄ (y) =
∑
i

kTi (Θ (y − yi) + Θ (yi − y) exp (y − yi)) , (2.14)

with the index i running over all pseudo-jets and Θ (0) = 1/2.3
At each step of the algorithm the three distances dij , diB, and diB̄ have to be computed.

Following ref. [62], jets with an even number of charm quarks are declared unflavored (for
example cc̄ or cc pairs) while jets with an odd number of charm quarks are declared flavored
(for example ccc̄ or c̄cc̄ triplets).

3As opposed to ref. [62], the beam measure does not include the W boson.
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For an event to be accepted, one and only one flavored c-jet should fulfil the following
criteria:

pT,jc > 25GeV, |ηjc | < 2.5. (2.15)

If two (or more) c-jets fulfil eq. (2.15), the event is rejected.

2.4 Description of the calculation and its validation

The computation has been carried out within Stripper, a c++ implementation of the
four-dimensional formulation of the sector-improved residue subtraction scheme [63–65].
This framework has already been applied in NNLO QCD to the production of top-quark
pairs [13–15, 18, 20], inclusive jets [12] and three photons [66]. Details about the four-
dimensional implementation of the subtraction scheme can be found in [12, 65]. While
the full integration and subtraction of IR divergences is handled by Stripper, it relies
on external tools for tree-level, one-loop, and two-loop matrix elements. In the present
computation, the AvH library [67] has been used for the tree-level part. The one-loop
matrix elements used in the real-virtual part of the computation have been taken from
the library OpenLoops 2 [68]. Finally, the one-loop and two-loop amplitudes for the
pp → W + j process have been obtained from ref. [69]. The library Ginac [70, 71] has
been used for the numerical evaluation of the harmonic polylogarithms (HPLs, [72]) and
two-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms (2dHPLs, [73]).

During the course of this computation, many cross checks have been performed. We
list the most important ones here. The full W+j computation at NNLO QCD has been val-
idated against the results of ref. [7] at the level of the fiducial cross section and differential
distributions. The flavored-jet algorithm has been implemented in two independent ways
following refs. [61, 62] which have been cross-checked for large flavored jets multiplicities.
The implementation of the (polarised) amplitude from ref. [69] has been checked against
Recola [74, 75] at tree and one-loop level and the evaluation of the harmonic polylog-
arithms using Ginac has been checked against the libraries hplog [76] and tdhpl [77].
Finally, the LO and NLO QCD predictions for W + jc have been successfully compared
against an independent Monte Carlo program, MoCaNLO+Recola which has already
been used in several V+jets computations [78–86]. This last check also validates the im-
plementation of the event selection as well as the correct use of the flavored jet algorithm
up to NLO QCD accuracy.

3 Numerical results

3.1 Cross sections

In this section, cross sections at LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD accuracy are presented for
pp → W+jc and pp → W−jc at 7TeV at the LHC. The ratio of the two cross sections is
also provided. The theoretical predictions are compared with measurements of the ATLAS
collaboration [42].

Our best predictions for the fiducial cross section are presented in table 2. As ex-
plained previously the NLO and NNLO QCD corrections are computed only for the
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Vcd 6= 0

Order σW+jc [ pb] σW−jc [ pb] RW±jc = σW+jc/σW−jc

LO 12.0725(4)+11.6%
−12.9% 14.2624(5)+11.6%

−10.9% 0.84646(4)+1.48%
−2.22%

NLO 35.164(9)+8.0%
−7.0% 37.096(9)+7.5%

−6.7% 0.9479(3)+0.49%
−0.36%

NNLO 38.6(1)+2.2% +3.8%(PDF)
−3.2% −3.8%(PDF) 39.3(1)+1.8% +3.9%(PDF)

−2.9% −3.9%(PDF) 0.983(5)+0.45% +2.7%(PDF)
−0.37% −2.7%(PDF)

Table 2. Fiducial cross sections for pp → W+jc, pp → W−jc, and their ratios at the LHC
at
√
s = 7TeV at LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte

Carlo statistical error while the sub- and super-script in per cent indicate the scale variation. In
addition, the PDF variation is provided for the NNLO QCD predictions (as indicated explicitly).
The contribution due to Vcd 6= 0 is included at Born level. The NNPDF3.1 sets with αs = 0.118
are used at orders matching the perturbative ones.

CKM-diagonal channel s̄g → µ+νµc̄/sg → µ−ν̄µc while the non-diagonal CKM channel
d̄g→ µ+νµc̄/dg→ µ−ν̄µc is included at LO in QCD.

The first interesting point is that the NLO QCD corrections are extremely large, about
200%. These gigantic corrections are largely driven by the different PDF sets used at LO
and NLO where both the gluon and (anti-)strange PDF vastly differ. If one uses the same
NNLO PDF at each perturbative order the corrections are still rather large but reduce
greatly to about (40− 50)%. On the other hand, the NNLO QCD corrections are smaller
than the NLO ones and do not exceed 10% (+8.9% for the plus signature and +5.6%
for the minus one).4 This observation is in line with previous W + j computations [5–7]
with no flavor tagging. This pattern of higher-order corrections can be explained by new
topologies appearing at NLO such as di-jet topologies with soft-collinear W radiations.
Such configurations lead to so-called giant K-factors [87]. At NNLO QCD no such new
topologies appear explaining the relatively small NNLO corrections.

From table 2 we also conclude that the scale variation of the fiducial cross section
is strongly affected by the inclusion of higher-order corrections. While at LO it is about
±(10–15)% the scale variation decreases to a few per cent at NNLO QCD.

In the third column of table 2, the ratio of the cross sections for the two signatures is
provided. It is defined as

RW±jc =
σW+jc
σW−jc

. (3.1)

In computing the scale variation of RW±jc the scale uncertainties between the two signatures
are taken correlated. This ratio tends to get closer to 1 when including higher order
corrections and changes by about +15% when going from LO to NNLO accuracy. Since
at LO not only the s̄g (sg) but also the d̄g (dg) initial state contributions are included,
the ratio RW±jc behaves schematically as

(
|Vcs |̄s + |Vcd|d̄

)
/ (|Vcs|s + |Vcd|d). The inclusion

of the non-diagonal CKM channel d̄g → µ+νµc̄/dg → µ−ν̄µc significantly lowers the ratio
4We note that the NLO and NNLO PDF sets only differ by few per cent.
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RW±jc due to the large asymmetry between down and anti-down quarks in the proton. The
impact of this channel on the ratio is diluted by the inclusion of higher-order corrections
which explains why the inclusion of higher-order corrections brings the ratio closer to 1.

Alternatively, we present the ratio computed with uncorrelated scale uncertainties,
that are obtained from a 31-point restricted scale variation. The results read

RLO,unc.
W±jc

= 0.84646(4)+25.4%
−22.0%, RNLO,unc.

W±jc
= 0.9479(3)+9.8%

−8.6%, RNNLO,unc.
W±jc

= 0.983(5)+3.5%
−3.7%.

(3.2)
We have checked that beyond LO, the 31-point scale variation produces variations very
similar to the ones based on naive scale variation propagation. As has already been observed
in many processes, the correlated scale variation of ratios of observables is often significantly
smaller than the uncorrelated one. Such restricted variation likely underestimates the
theoretical uncertainty in this ratio, at least at lower perturbative orders.

The PDF uncertainty of the NNLO QCD predictions is calculated according to ref. [54].
We observe that at this order the effect from missing-higher orders estimated via scale
variation is smaller than the PDF uncertainty, in some cases by up to a factor of two.
The PDF uncertainty of the ratio has been computed according to eqs. (35) and (40) of
ref. [54]. The idea is to first map the results obtained with the reduced sets (which are
different for each process) to the original replicas and then take their correlated ratio. This
procedure leads to a ±2.7% PDF uncertainty on RW±jc , to be compared to the ±3.8% or
±3.9% PDF uncertainty on the two fiducial cross-sections. Interestingly, the reduction of
PDF uncertainty between the ratio and absolute cross sections is only about a factor of 2
compared to the reduction by a factor of 4–8 observed for the scale variation.

The fiducial cross sections measured by the ATLAS collaboration [42] are reproduced
here for completeness and can be compared to the results of table 2

σATLAS
W+jc

= 33.6± 0.9 (stat)± 1.8 (syst) pb , (3.3)

σATLAS
W−jc

= 37.3± 0.8 (stat)± 1.9 (syst) pb . (3.4)

In addition, the measured ratio of these two cross sections is also provided

RATLAS
W±jc

= 0.90± 0.03 (stat)± 0.02 (syst) . (3.5)

The theory-data comparison is summarized graphically in figure 1.
It is evident from figure 1 that W + c production at the LHC is a process with great

potential for precision physics due to the small uncertainties of both data and NNLO
theory. In particular, the ratio RW±jc ’s PDF uncertainty is much larger than its scale one,
which indicates this observable is suitable for constraining PDF sets. The s− s̄ asymmetry
is of particular interest. While its non-vanishing is a clear prediction of QCD [47] and can
be connected to other experimentally verified asymmetries [13], the absolute size of the s− s̄
asymmetry is at present unclear and appears to be below the current PDF uncertainties.
Various PDF fits take different viewpoints on it. For example, among the PDF sets we
utilize in this work, NNPDF3.1 has non-zero strange asymmetry which results from the
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

σ [pb]

W−jc

W+jc

LHC 7 TeV PDF: NNPDF31 LO

NLO (flavor kT)

NNLO (flavor kT)

NNLO PDF unc.

ATLAS (anti-kT)

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05

RW±jc

(a)

Figure 1. Cross sections for pp → W+jc, pp → W−jc, and the ratio RW±jc
at the LHC with√

s = 7TeV. The theoretical predictions are at LO (green), NLO (blue), and NNLO (red) in QCD
and are compared to the ATLAS data (black) of ref. [42]. The green/blue/red error bars represent
scale variation. The PDF variation (grey error bars) is shown only at NNLO. The uncertainty of
data represents the combined statistic and systematic error. The contribution due to Vcd 6= 0 is
included at Born level. The theory predictions are obtained using the flavor-kT algorithm and the
ATLAS data has been measured using anti-kT.

independent fitting of s and s̄ while the CT18 family of PDF sets [88] assumes s = s̄ at a
low scale equal to the charm quark pole mass.

Several factors reduce the sensitivity of W + c production to the strange quark asym-
metry of the proton. The contribution mediated by the off-diagonal CKM element Vcd is
numerically suppressed however it couples at LO in QCD to the d or d̄ quark. The large
size of the d valence-quark asymmetry, substantially modifies the ratio RW±jc . This is
illustrated in table 3 where the LO predictions for three different PDF sets are presented
with the off-diagonal element Vcd switched on or off.

Comparing first the predictions computed with NLO PDF sets for Vcd = 0 we observe
that the CT18 set leads to RW±jc = 1, as expected. That RW±jc 6= 1 for NNPDF3.1 can
be attributed to the fact that s 6= s̄ for this set. The difference between the two predictions
is about 5% which is consistent with the PDF uncertainty at NNLO but is much larger
than the scale variation at NNLO. Once the off-diagonal CKM element is included, the
ratio RW±jc decreases for both PDF sets. The shift is large, about 7% for CT18 and about
5% for NNPDF3.1, and is comparable to the effect due to s − s̄ asymmetry. Although the
inclusion of NLO and NNLO QCD corrections to the CKM diagonal element Vcs reduces
the importance of the CKM off-diagonal contribution (see below), a reliable access to the
strange asymmetry may require the inclusion of at least the NLO corrections mediated by
the off-diagonal CKM element Vcd.

It is clear from the theory-data comparisons in figure 1 that while not incompatible, the
NNLO QCD predictions are in certain tension with data, especially for the plus signature.
This difference can be attributed to several factors:
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PDF set Vcd σW+jc
[ pb] σW−jc

[ pb] RW±jc

NNPDF31 LO
= 0 9.8395(4) 10.4654(4) 0.94020(5)
6= 0 12.0725(4) 14.2624(5) 0.84646(4)

NNPDF31 NLO
= 0 22.593(2) 23.718(2) 0.95260(6)
6= 0 24.500(9) 27.29(1) 0.8977(5)

CT18 NLO
= 0 21.675(2) 21.675(2) 1.0000(1)
6= 0 23.477(9) 25.252(8) 0.9297(5)

Table 3. LO fiducial cross sections for pp → W+jc, pp → W−jc, and their ratios at the LHC at√
s = 7TeV for different PDF sets. Predictions for both Vcd = 0 and Vcd 6= 0 are given. The digit

in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical error.

• In the present computation the c-jets have been defined through a flavored kT algo-
rithm. This is in contrast with what is done experimentally where anti-kT jets are
first reconstructed and then their flavors are identified. In ref. [24] where Z + b has
been computed up to NNLO QCD, such effect has been found to be as large as 12%.
Nonetheless, it is hard to transfer this number to W + c as the processes vary a lot
and the measurements are done in different phase spaces using different experimental
techniques. In any case, there is a potential mismatch between data and theory which
should be addressed in concert with experimental collaborations in order to perform
sound comparisons in the future.

• As explained above, our best predictions include the effects of Vcd 6= 0 only at LO
in QCD. Higher-order corrections to this CKM element might slightly modify the
present picture. To estimate the effect of higher-order corrections to the off-diagonal
CKM matrix element’s channel, in table 4 we present the predictions for W + c pro-
duction with Vcd = 0. By comparing it with table 2 we see that the LO corrections
to Vcd modify, at NNLO, σW+ and RW±jc by about 5% and σW− by about 10%. As-
suming the pattern of higher order corrections observed for the complete calculation
applies to the CKM off-diagonal process, we anticipate that the missing higher-order
corrections to this subprocess will affect the observable at the level of few per cent.

• The inclusion of EW corrections of order O
(
αsα

3) and O (α4). While the former are
usually at the level of few per cent for total cross sections, they can become negatively
large in the high-energy limit thanks to the effect of Sudakov logarithms. In ref. [35],
the EW corrections have been found to be around −3% at the level of the fiducial
cross section. Also, the sub-leading corrections of order O

(
α4) have been found to

be slightly below a per cent at the level of the cross section for pp → Zj [83]. All
in all, the impact of all types of electroweak corrections should lower the theoretical
predictions by few per cent. Note that we expect the ratio not to be impacted by
the EW corrections as the leading Sudakov logarithms factorise and depend only on
the external states [89]. They should therefore not significantly vary between the two
signatures as observed, for example, in ref. [81] for same-sign W scattering.
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Vcd = 0

Order σW+jc [ pb] σW−jc [ pb] RW±jc = σW+jc/σW−jc

LO 9.8395(4)+11.8%
−15.6% 10.4654(4)+11.7%

−14.3% 0.94020(5)+0.93%
−1.46%

NLO 33.266(9)+7.8%
−6.9% 33.523(9)+7.0%

−6.4% 0.9923(4)+0.74%
−0.54%

NNLO 36.7(1)+1.7% +4.0%(PDF)
−2.9% −4.0%(PDF) 35.7(1)+0.7% +4.4%(PDF)

−2.2% −4.4%(PDF) 1.030(6)+0.98% +3.0%(PDF)
−0.74% −3.0%(PDF)

Table 4. As in table 2 but for Vcd = 0.

• Future PDF fits that use this data and NNLO theory might also somewhat modify
the above picture.

In the rest of this section we consider the behavior of the W + c fiducial cross section
at different perturbative orders. In order to quantify the effects of higher-order QCD cor-
rections we consider only the processes mediated by the diagonal CKM matrix element Vcs.

We start by comparing the results in table 4 and table 2. As we already remarked
above, the NLO corrections are very large if PDFs of matching order are used. Using a
fixed PDF of NNLO accuracy, we observe that the NLO corrections reduce to about +48%
for the plus signature and about +41% for the minus one. The NNLO corrections are
significantly smaller than the NLO ones and are about +9% and +6%, for the respective
signatures. The scale variation at both NLO and NNLO is slightly smaller than the scale
uncertainty for the case Vcd 6= 0, see table 2. This can be explained by the fact that the
effect of Vcd 6= 0 is only described at LO and does not benefit from the reduction of scale
uncertainty when higher-order effects are included.

To get a better insight into the interplay of partonic fluxes and higher-order corrections,
in tables 5 and 6 we separately present the contributions to the cross section of each
signature from a given initial state. For pp → W+jc (table 5), the only contributing
channel at LO is s̄g and most other channels open up at NLO QCD. While the s̄g channel
is still the dominant one with about 91% of the cross section, it gets diluted mainly by q′q
channels which make up almost 10% of the NLO-QCD cross section. The gg channel which
is the driving force to many other LHC processes contributes negatively at a level of about
−2%. At NNLO QCD, the Born channel’s relative contribution decreases slightly and
represents about 87% of the cross section due to the relative increase of q′q contribution
(13%) which receives NLO-QCD corrections at this order. The gg channel now amounts to
about −4% while all the other channels do not exceed 2% of the NNLO QCD cross section.

Table 6 displays a rather similar qualitative picture for the process pp → W−jc. The
main difference is in the relative size of the q′q channels which in this case is only about 5%
at NLO. At NNLO the relative size of this contribution slightly increases to about 8%. As
a result, the Born channel (sg) has a larger weight at both NLO QCD (95%) and NNLO
QCD (93%). The reason for this behavior is that for the plus signature, the q′q category
is dominated by uq contributions. Due to charge conservation, in the minus case, it is
dominated by the dq contributions which are smaller than the uq ones for proton-proton
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pp→W+jc

Contribution
LO NLO NNLO

σ [ pb] δ [%] σ [ pb] δ [%] σ [ pb] δ [%]
s̄g 9.8395(4) 100 30.418(9) 91.4 32.07(8) 87.3
sg − − − − 9(9)× 10−4 7× 10−4

ss̄ − − 0.949(7)× 10−2 0.03 3(3)× 10−3 7× 10−3

s̄s̄ − − 2.4(6)× 10−4 7× 10−4 −7(2)× 10−3 −0.02
s̄q − − 0.426(1) 1.3 0.66(9) 1.7
qq′ − − 3.155(2) 9.5 4.83(9) 13.3
gq − − − − 0.58(5) 1.6
gg − − −0.741(3) −2.2 −1.41(8) −3.8

Table 5. Cross-section contributions according to the initial state at LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD
for pp→W+jc at the LHC at

√
s = 7TeV. Both the absolute (in pb) and the relative contributions

(in per cent) are indicated. Any quark or anti-quark that is not a strange or anti-strange quark
is denoted by q or q′. The digit in parenthesis indicates the Monte Carlo statistical error. The
theoretical predictions are obtained for Vcd = 0.

pp→W−jc

Contribution
LO NLO NNLO

σ [ pb] δ [%] σ [ pb] δ [%] σ [ pb] δ [%]
sg 10.4654(5) 100 31.996(8) 95.4 33.26(9) 93.2
s̄g − − − − 9(9)× 10−4 −3× 10−3

ss̄ − − 7.1(1)× 10−3 0.02 3(2)× 10−3 −7× 10−3

ss − − 7.3(1)× 10−3 0.02 4(3)× 10−3 0.01
sq − − 0.467(3) 1.4 0.7(1) 1.8
qq′ − − 1.7792(9) 5.3 2.75(1) 7.7
gq − − − − 0.29(6) 0.84
gg − − −0.734(4) −2.2 −1.25(8) −3.5

Table 6. As in table 5 but for pp→ µ−νµjc.

collisions. The same feature can be observed in the gq channels. Here the ratio of the plus
and minus signatures is close to 2 as one would expect from the difference between the d
and u PDF in the proton.

3.2 Differential distributions

In this section we study various differential distributions and their ratios. We split the
discussion in two parts. We start by comparing our best theoretical predictions to the
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Figure 2. Differential distributions in the absolute rapidity of the anti-muon in the process
pp→W+jc (left) and of the muon in pp→W−jc (right) at the LHC with

√
s = 7TeV. The upper

panel shows the LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD absolute predictions along with ATLAS data [42]. The
lower panel displays the same theoretical predictions and data relative to the NLO QCD prediction.
The grey band represents the PDF variation at NNLO. The effect of Vcd 6= 0 is included at Born
level only. The theory predictions are obtained using the flavor-kT algorithm and the ATLAS data
has been measured using anti-kT.

only differential distribution measured by the ATLAS collaboration. Then, we present
predictions for differential distributions and ratios for which there is no LHC data and
study their perturbative behavior. We note that for all distributions shown in this work
the last bins do not include overflow events.

In figure 2 we show the only observable measured in ref. [42]:5 the absolute rapidity
of the charged lepton for the two signatures. The data is compared to our best theoretical
prediction, computed at NNLO in QCD and including the non-diagonal CKM element
Vcd at LO in QCD. The agreement is in general relatively good and largely reflects the
differences observed at the level of the fiducial cross section. In particular, no real shape
differences are observed as the theoretical predictions at NLO and NNLO QCD are in
statistical agreement with the experimental data in most bins. Nonetheless, despite not
being statistically significant, the data seem to be systematically lower than the NNLO
QCD prediction for the plus signature while being in agreement for the minus signature.

Possible reasons behind this difference between NNLO theory and data have already
been discussed at the cross-section level and they also apply at the differential level. These
are the difference in the jet algorithms, the lack of higher-order QCD corrections to the
off-diagonal CKM matrix element, the absence of EW corrections, and PDF uncertainty.
The role of PDFs appears to be particularly relevant at the differential level since, as can
be seen in figure 2, the PDF uncertainty in almost all bins is (significantly) larger than
the scale uncertainty. It is not inconceivable that once the above data has been included

5The data of ref. [42] have been obtained from HEPData [90].
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in a new global PDF fit the NNLO theory — data agreement may improve. The issue of
comparing theory and data obtained with different jet algorithms is also rather pressing
and, once settled, has the potential for altering the above comparison in a significant way.

Estimating the effect of higher-order QCD corrections to the non-diagonal CKM el-
ements is slightly more involved here, mostly due to the more pronounced Monte Carlo
errors in differential distributions. At any rate we do not expect them to be very large,
in fact, probably within few per cent, given that using same PDF the NLO corrections
are (40 − 50)%. Finally, in ref. [35], it has been found that for these distributions EW
corrections are at the level of −(2 − 3)% and no significant shape distortions have been
observed across phase space. Although not a large effect, including such corrections would
therefore slightly improve the agreement between theory and data.

Perturbatively, the theoretical prediction for these distributions is fairly well behaved.
It features a reasonably large NNLO/NLO K-factor which is always below 10% for the
minus signature while for the plus one it tends to be around 10% in most bins and slowly
increases to about 20% for large muon rapidities. In almost all bins the NLO and NNLO
uncertainty bands are compatible. The difference between the shapes and magnitudes
of the K-factors for the two signatures is driven by the relatively significant differences
between the partonic fluxes in the two processes, see the discussion towards the end of
section 3.1.

In the rest of this section we consider a number of differential distributions for which
presently there is no data. Since our aim in the following is to exhibit the behavior of QCD
corrections in W + c production at various perturbative orders, all distributions discussed
in the rest of this section do not include the contribution proportional to Vcd. In figures 3
and 4 we show differential distributions for the process pp → W−jc while in figure 5 we
present a selection of differential ratios between the two processes.

In figures 3 and 4 we show the theoretical predictions for eight differential distributions.
For each distribution we show the absolute predictions in LO, NLO and NNLO QCD as
well as the NNLO/NLO K-factor. We do not show the NLO/LO K-factor since, as we
already mentioned in our discussion of the fiducial cross section, the LO approximation for
this process is rather poor due to the rather small LO PDF.

The scale variations at NLO and NNLO as well as the sizes of the NNLO/NLO
K-factors are rather similar across all differential distributions. The NLO scale variation is
relatively small, well within 10% for most bins and exceeds 10% for only two distributions:
for the transverse momentum of the c-jet the NLO scale variation is about 5% at low pT
and slowly increases to about 15% at pT about 250GeV while for the pseudo-rapidity of
the muon and c-jet system it decreases from η = 0 to about η = 2.5 after which is starts
to increase rather fast and exceeds 20% at η = 5.

The reduction of scale uncertainty when going from NLO to NNLO is substantial.
In most bins it is about a factor of 3 while in many bins it can be as large as 4. The
largest reduction in scale uncertainty is observed in the pT distribution of the c-jet which
displays scale variation that is as small as couple of percent and is almost independent of
pT. This is quite remarkable given the PDF variation of the NNLO prediction is several
times larger than the scale variation. This means that the pT distribution of the c-jet can
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be an excellent place for constraining PDF sets with only very small impact from unknown
terms beyond NNLO. In fact, remarkably, one observes that in all distributions the NNLO
PDF variation surpasses the scale one — by a factor of two in most bins — and only
occasionally the two variations are about equal.

In addition to the very significant decrease in scale variation when going from NLO to
NNLO, the inclusion of higher order corrections in the W+c-jet process leads to non-trivial
modifications of the shapes of distributions (i.e. the NNLO/NLO K-factor has non-trivial
shape). For almost all distributions and bins the NNLO scale uncertainty band is within
the NLO one, although it tends to be close to NLO band’s upper edge. This means
that the NNLO/NLO K-factor is positive and moderate, typically about 5–10%. The only
distribution that shows negative NNLO/NLO K-factor is the pT of the c-jet which becomes
zero at about 180GeV and steadily decreases towards negative values as pT increases.

Among the differential distributions discussed here, the transverse mass of the Wboson,
defined in eq. (2.10), is of particular interest since it acts as a proxy for the W invariant
mass. It peaks just below 80GeV and features rather stable corrections at both NLO and
NNLO QCD, especially in the range around the peak of the distribution. The NNLO
corrections are largest for low values of the transverse mass of the W boson and slowly
decrease as MT,W increases, at least in the kinematic range considered in this work. The
scale variation is very small in the area below 100GeV while the PDF variation there is
significantly larger than the scale one.

The four distributions shown in figure 4 feature the muon and c-jet system which con-
stitutes the observable part of the Born final state. A notable feature of these distributions
is the presence of very large NLO/LO corrections for certain (extreme) kinematics. For
example, the NLO correction of the absolute pseudo-rapidity of the muon and c-jet system
beyond η = 2.5 becomes several orders of magnitudes larger than the LO one. This effect
is partly due to the large difference between LO and NLO PDFs but also because at the
Born level such kinematics can only be satisfied by very boosted events which are very
much suppressed with respect to back-to-back topologies at low pseudo-rapidities (below
η = 2.5). At NLO and higher orders such configurations can easily be obtained through
extra real radiations that recoils against the muon and c-jet system. Similar feature is also
observed in the distribution of the azimuthal angle between the muon and the c-jet. At LO
this distribution reaches its maximum slightly below ∆φ = π since the c-jet recoils against
the W boson and not against the charged lepton. The energy carried away by the neutrino
is thus responsible for this behavior. When extra real QCD radiation is present, configura-
tions where the c-jet and the muon are perfectly aligned thus become more probable which
leads to the large NLO QCD corrections observed in the last bin of that distribution.

In the rest of this section we study the behavior of four differential ratios. Shown
in figure 5 are the absolute ratio distributions together with their K-factors. The most
striking feature in all cases is the reduction of scale uncertainty in the ratio relative to the
scale uncertainty of the corresponding distributions. This reduction of scale uncertainty is
so large that for all distributions and bins the three perturbative orders included here are
never overlapping and, typically, are relatively far from each other. While this reduction
in scale variation is well known from other ratios studied in collider physics, the lack of
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Figure 3. Several differential distributions for pp →W−jc at the 7TeV LHC: transverse momen-
tum of the muon (top left), transverse momentum of the c-jet (top right), transverse mass of the
W boson (bottom left), and pseudo-rapidity of the c-jet (bottom right). The upper panels show
the absolute distributions in LO, NLO, and NNLO QCD. The lower panels display the same the-
oretical predictions but normalised to the central NLO prediction. The grey band represents the
PDF variation at NNLO. The green/blue/red bands represent scale uncertainties. The theoretical
predictions are obtained for Vcd = 0.

overlap between the various orders does raise the question of the reliability of the estimate
of ratio’s uncertainty due to missing higher order corrections.

The above is a valid concern; still, from the information available in this work one can
indirectly conclude that the NNLO prediction for the ratio may not be far from the true
theoretical prediction. The reason for this is the observation that the absolute differential
distributions for a given signature show good convergence at NNLO, with the NNLO/NLO
K-factor typically being below 10%. Assuming perturbative convergence holds in this
process (we see nothing in this process that may suggest otherwise) one can conclude that
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Figure 4. As in figure 3 but for the pseudo-rapidity of the muon and c-jet system (top left),
invariant mass of the muon and c-jet (top right), rapidity-azimuthal-angle distance between the
muon and c-jet (bottom left), and azimuthal angle between the muon and c-jet (bottom right).

the corrections beyond NNLO would be at the percent level which, in turn, implies that
the N3LO corrections to the ratios would most likely be consistent with the NNLO ones.

The higher-order corrections to the ratios displayed in figure 5 have important impact
on the normalizations and shapes of ratios. The fact that the NNLO and NLO predictions
are only marginally closer to each other than the NLO and LO ones should likely not be
viewed as lack of perturbative convergence. Indeed, this situation should be contrasted with
the corresponding K-factors for the absolute distributions where the NLO/LO K-factor is
typically huge. In other words the ratio appears to be much more well behaving than the
absolute distributions and the only reason this is not apparent in figure 5 are the extremely
small scale variations at all orders. The sizes of the ratios’ K-factors are fairly small; mostly
within 5% at both NLO and NNLO and in no case they exceed 10%. This is consistent
with the behavior of the ratio of the fiducial cross sections shown in figure 1.
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Figure 5. Ratios of differential distributions in pp → W+jc and pp → W−jc at the 7TeV
LHC: transverse momentum of the c-jet (top left), transverse momentum of the (anti-)muon (top
right), azimuthal angle between the (anti-)muon and c-jet (bottom left), and pseudo rapidity of the
c-jet (bottom right). The upper panel shows the ratios of the absolute distributions in LO, NLO,
and NNLO QCD. The lower panel displays the same theoretical predictions but normalised to the
central NLO one. The grey band represents the PDF variation at NNLO. The green/blue/red
bands represent correlated scale uncertainties while the orange one is for the uncorrelated 31-point
prescription at NNLO. The theoretical predictions are obtained for Vcd = 0.
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Another, even more interesting, feature of the ratios shown in figure 5 are the sizes of
their PDF uncertainties. As for the absolute distributions discussed previously, we have
shown in figure 5 the PDF uncertainty at NNLO only. Relative to the correlated scale
variation, the PDF one is simply huge and in some bins exceeds the scale variation by up
to an order of magnitude. The inclusion of the PDF variation therefore has an important
impact on any conclusion about the reliability of the theory predictions. Indeed, once PDF
uncertainty is included, the NLO and NNLO predictions become consistent in almost all
bins within the uncertainty envelope of the NNLO predictions. This observation further
suggests that the various perturbative orders may be made consistent within their scale
variations for some new modified PDF set that differs with the current one within the
latter’s PDF uncertainty. It is this feature that makes it evident that W + c production
has significant potential for improving existing PDF sets. The differential ratio of the two
signatures is particularly well suited for this task.

As for the fiducial cross-section, in figure 5 we present differential predictions for the
cross-sections ratio with scale variation in each bin derived from the uncorrelated 31-point
method. For clarity of presentation we only show the uncorrelated band for the NNLO case.
The size of the uncorrelated scale bands at LO and NLO can easily be estimated from the
bands of the corresponding differential cross-sections. As can be expected the uncorrelated
scale variation is significantly larger than the correlated one. Interestingly, in most bins
the uncorrelated scale variation is smaller than, or similar to, the PDF uncertainty.

Lastly, we would like to address a potential subtlety related to the determination of
the PDF uncertainty of the ratios shown in figure 5. As explained earlier in this work,
we utilize not the full PDF set but a reduced set of modified PDFs. Since these sets are
different for the two signatures, and we intend to compute correlated PDF uncertainties,
one may worry if the procedure suggested in ref. [54] (that we follow here) fails, and does
not correctly produce the PDF variation of the ratio. To check that this is not the case
we have compared the NLO predictions for the above ratios convoluted, in turn, with
the standard and with the reduced sets of NNLO PDFs. Comparing the two predictions,
at the level of the fiducial cross section and of the differential ratio in the c-jet’s pT , we
observe that the two PDF variations are extremely close to each other and only show
noticeable (but immaterial) difference in the last bin of that differential ratio. From this
check we conclude that the size of the PDF uncertainty of the ratios shown in figure 5 is
not artificially inflated in a significant way as a result of the PDF error calculation and,
likely, is a real effect.

4 Conclusions

The production of a W boson in association with a charm jet at the LHC represents a
very sensitive probe of the proton’s strange quark content. To enable this PDF’s precision
extraction, in this article we calculate for the first time the NNLO QCD corrections to this
process. We consider both signatures pp → µ+νµjc and pp → µ−ν̄µjc. We present com-
prehensive predictions for fiducial cross sections, differential distributions and (differential)
ratios of the two signatures. In addition to the dominant Born process which is included
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in NNLO QCD, our best predictions include at LO in QCD the process mediated by the
off-diagonal CKM matrix element Vcd.

The NNLO QCD corrections are typically around 10% which is larger than the NNLO
corrections found in W production with an inclusive jet. The inclusion of the NNLO
corrections leads to a significant reduction of the theoretical uncertainty due to missing
higher-order terms. A remarkable feature of this process is that at this order, the PDF
uncertainty is consistently larger than the scale one. For this reason this process offers
excellent opportunities for high-quality fitting of the strange quark PDF and possibly even
the ss̄ asymmetry of the proton.

Our best theoretical predictions have been compared to existing 7TeV ATLAS mea-
surements of the fiducial cross section and of the rapidity of the charged lepton. The
data for the plus signature tends to be lower than the NNLO QCD predictions. We have
discussed three sources for this discrepancy: the different jet algorithms used in our com-
putation and in the experimental analysis, EW corrections which are not accounted for
in this work, and the need for inclusion of higher-order QCD corrections to quark-mixing
effects mediated by off-diagonal CKM matrix elements. The difference between the jet al-
gorithms has the potential to be numerically significant and highlights a problem that has
been outstanding for a long time: the effective description of flavored jets and the mutual
consistency between NNLO theory and LHC measurements. We hope our work will serve
as an added motivation for finding a suitable resolution to this discrepancy. Its satisfactory
resolution will open the door for high-precision analyses of flavored jet production at the
LHC and for the NNLO QCD extraction of strange quark PDFs from LHC data. Finally,
we hope our work will motivate extending the capabilities of existing libraries for the nu-
merical evaluation of tree-level and one-loop amplitudes by including also the calculation
of quark-mixing effects in LHC processes.
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